Velocity
Migration Service
Azure on your terms
https://www.sol-tec.com/our-services/azure-migration-services/

Why YOU should move to Azure with
Velocity Migration Service

REDUCE COSTS
Avoid end of support costs
Rationalise and modernise your
environment
Take advantage of costs saving offers

EXTEND LIFECYCLES
Extend support of your
legacy Servers
Extend the life of your legacy
applications

AVERT BUSINESS RISK
Reduce risk associated with Legacy
Operating Systems
Retire Legacy Operating Systems as
you move to the Cloud

Velocity Migration
Sol-Tec provides a full range of services designed to help you migrate
from your current infrastructure to the Microsoft Azure Platform.
We take a comprehensive approach to migrating your application
and datacenter estate.
Our engagement service enables clients to develop a comprehensive
strategy for the adoption and exploitation of the full range of
Microsoft Cloud technology products.

PLAN & UNDERSTAND

STRATEGY & DESIGN

MIGRATE & BUILD

Assess your current
environment
Understand and define
your Business needs

Define migration strategy
Develop delivery roadmap
Produce Architectural
Blueprints

Migrate services to Azure
Handover of services

e-Learning for Healthcare
“As a public body, it is vital that we demonstrate value for money, which meant we needed greater performance and
control at a more reasonable cost. Sol-Tec made this possible. They gave us the autonomy we wanted to
administrate and develop our own cloud environment, support to upskill our own workforce...We are already
working with Sol-Tec on the next phase of our project to implement PaaS services, such as Azure DevOps, Azure Web
Apps and Azure SQL…We know we can depend on Sol-Tec to help us deliver this with success.”
Adrian Murphy,
Senior Support Analyst, e-LfH

E-Learning for
Healthcare’s migration
revolutionises its IT
Infrastructure and Service
Delivery and Lays Strong
Foundations to Embrace
Future Technologies

With one million users requiring access to an ever-expanding library of more than 24,000 e-learning sessions, e-LfH required a highly
available, scaleable platform to ensure it could meet both its existing and growing demands without issue. There was also a need to
rationalise the IT departments at e-LfH and HEE and as part of this process
Sol-Tec’s extensive experience and expertise in Azure for public sector organisations, alongside its willingness to give e-LfH autonomy
to administrate its cloud environment, is what also set Sol-Tec apart from its competitors in the bid, which included e-LfH’s cloud
partner at the time.
Less than 3 months from start to finish, Sol-Tec had e-LfH up and running in its new Azure environment and the benefits have been
immediately felt.
e-LfH now has a platform that is more than capable of handling millions of training sessions for hundreds of thousands of users, at a
fraction of the cost of its previous AWS environment. Benefiting from the Microsoft EA HEE already had in place, it now has access to
the latest cloud services and software licenses to keep abreast with the rapidly changing technology landscape, while also benefiting
from volume discounts.

The Details
Simplified, centralised and unified management and deployment
experience
Work with experienced Microsoft Certified Azure Consultants
Work with Cloud experienced Programme and Project Delivery experts
Migrate both Windows and Open Source workloads to Azure
Migrate from Physical, VMware and Hyper-V to Azure
Migrate from AWS and other public cloud providers
Migrate from outsourced data centres or private cloud to Azure
Agentless options for non-invasive migration to Azure
Migrate to Azure IaaS or PaaS

Move to the cloud, today with
Velocity Migration service
Speak to us: 01189 514 200
Ask us a question: sales@sol-tec.com
Learn more:
https://www.sol-tec.com/our-services/azuremigration-services/
https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/enus/marketplace/consulting-services/soltec.soltec_velocity_migration_std?tab=Overview

